When Cara Brown gets inspiration for
something new, you know it is going to be
good! Cara has such a way with developing
one-of-a-kind items…and her new sweaters
are no exception. They are just another
example of her creative genius!
Cara’s latest creation is a collection of
cashmere sweaters that feature vintage silk
scarves reimagined in the most beautiful
way. The scarves are carefully designed to
mesh with the sweater to create a unique
piece of clothing.

Look carefully at the bottom right of my
sweater and you can see the words, “Row
your boat” hand-embroidered. I love the
combination of whimsy and sophistication!
And the sleeves on this sweater are
fabulous! They hit perfectly and have such
pretty understated details. And, let’s talk
about the back detail…
Hand embroidery is also on the back of
my sweater for an added thoughtful detail.
“Life is but a dream” completes the feel
that Cara is expressing in this collection.
The cashmere sweater is so warm and
cozy for fall, winter, and early spring- and
it will be perfect for summer nights at the
beach. I can’t wait to wear as often as I can
and mix it up from casual to dressier.
Trusting Cara with the details is part of the fun! You never know from design
to design where you will find her small touches. I especially love how Cara
adds part of the silk scarves to the elbows of the sweater- and each sweater
is done in a completely different way. As another offering, Cara has the option
to customize your embroidered message. If you prefer having something in
particular, just let her know!
If you love really special, one-of-a-kind items to wear and enjoy, you will fall in
love with these sweaters! You may also remember how much I enjoy wearing
Cara’s necklaces- go here – Cara Brown Designs Necklaces – to see her creative
side expressed through jewelry.
Look at this gorgeous one! I love the great-looking scarf that Cara used- there
is nothing as luxe as silk and cashmere together! There are so many beautiful
choices – and the possibilities and combinations of style, fit and colors feel
endless.
Even on days when life may not feel like an absolute dream, Cara turns that
boat around for you when you slip her luxury sweater over your head! Instant
mindset shift! It reminds you to keep rowing!
You can contact Cara through Instagram or her website Cara Brown Designs.
Cheers xo, Lydia

